In order to improve recognition accuracy and efficiency for real-time monitoring, the paper proposed a static-dynamic fusion feature method by pixel's color moment and covariance matrix descriptor in the CYMK and YCrCb color space. It employs the covariance matrix descriptors to represent the singular flame's feature in a assemble vector by analyzing rationality of selection and combination of the features. It proposed a method of blending and classification of flame's attributes by sparse dictionary from the covariance matrix descriptor and color's low order moments. It had implemented and analyzed sparse representation classification of flame regions by MP and OMP processing. The experiments showed that the OMP sparse representation classification gain higher classification accuracy than other traditional classification methods.
Introduction
In this paper, we explore the multi-feature fusion of covariance matrix descriptors to express spatial-temporal OMP methods are employed to obtain the sparse representation coefficients. As a comparison, information of the flame region as vector feature. A sparse dictionary is refined out by matching pursuit and orthogonal matching pursuit processing from the samples of the flame and the non-flame. Finally, the MP and the Riemannian manifold distance, logarithmic Euclidean distance and support vector machine have been introduced for the covariance matrix measurement analysis [1] . space can segment the flame region apparently. The color components of Cr and Cb of the YCrCb space offer distinguish for the flame region. We analyze and describe features of spatial distribution and the frequency of the jump of image region, by space domain and time domain [3] , [4] . Fig. 1 . The different feature channel images of a flame.
Defining Features Based on Color Moment
For describing color distribution of a flame region, its first order color moment μij is employed to present average color strength of the flame region, and its second order color moment 2 ij  is employed to present color variance, and finally its third order color moment sij is employed to show the color skewness of the region. Owing to the better flame segmentation performances by using the components of Cr, Cb and Y, so that the low-order color moments features of the components of Cr, Y, Cb are employed to describe color texture and distribution, they are defined as follows:
Defining Fusion Features Based on Covariance Matrix Descriptor
In order to describe the flame region preferably, many kinds of features should be fused into an integrated vector [5] . The covariance matrix descriptors is an appropriate method to fuse a flame's multiple features. Let the n-dimensions feature vector be 12 [ , , , ] T n F f f f  
. We have N trained samples. The k
represents the kth sample. The covariance between the ith feature and the jth feature of a flame region is defined as follows:
From the foregoing, descriptor Cij of a covariance matrix is a symmetric matrix. Its elements on the diagonal line are variances of different features of a flame region, but its elements on the off-diagonal are correlations of different features.  are shown as follows:
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The combination of features 1  is as follows:
Based on the experimental data, Fig 
Classification Method

Measuring Distance Based on the Covariance Matrix Descriptors
Measuring model of descriptor of a covariance matrix is mainly based on the measurement of affine Riemannian space [7] , [8] . The distance between descriptors of two covariance matrix is shown as follows:
is the kth generalized eigenvalue for descriptors 1 C and 2 C of covariance matrix [9] .
Because the calculation of this Riemannian distance is too complicated, we decide to simplify the calculation and show it as follows:
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Sparse expression based on matchingpursuit
In 1993, Mallat and Zhang propose matchingpursuit algorithm that can drastically reduce computing time for finding the approximate solution [10] . Matching pursuit algorithm is shown as follows: firstly, we choose a columnvector (0) j F from feature matrix F that is most similar to test sample x. Let α be the appropriate coefficient, we can get vector difference
. Secondly, we choose a columnvector (1) j F from feature matrix F that is most similar to test sample x1, and we can get vector difference
. Repeated iteration as the above method. Finally, vector x of the test sample can be expressed as linear combination of vectors of the training samples [11] , when the vector difference approximates zero vectors [12] , [13] .
Sparse expression based on orthogonal matchingpursuit
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit algorithm [14] is that it can orthogonalize all selected columnvectors which is most similar to residual value to construct a new solution space and let feature signal x of the flame area project again in the new solution space. According to experiments, we can know that when the number of iterations of MP and OMP are the same, the reconstruction effect of OMP is better than MPs. It means that sparse expression classifier based on OMP can recognize a flame region more accurately. Here are detailed steps for decomposing feature signal of the flame region by OMP. 1) We calculate the inner product of feature signal x of the flame area and the column of over-complete dictionary matrix F of the flame area. And we choose a columnvector j F from feature matrix F that has largest absolute value of the inner product with feature signal x as most similar to test sample x. In the (r+1)th iteration, the largest absolute value of inner product is shown as follows:
2) If
3) The decomposition by OMP, in the first iteration, is shown as follows:
In the second iteration, the decomposition is shown as follows:
The decomposition by OMP, in the (r+1)th iteration, is shown as follows: We always choose a columnvector () i j F from feature matrix F that has largest absolute value of inner product with the residual value i Rf, for OMP and MP. The improvement of OMP algorithm is that it set weight of atoms that belong to selected samples again by solving the problem of leastsquaremethod, at each update iteration, to ensure that the residual value is least and the projection is optimal [15] .
Sparse decomposition based on sparse dictionary
In experiment, the sparse dictionary is trained and refined by the combination of features Fig. 3 , the heights of histograms are sparse decomposition coefficients [16] . The results are shown as follows: In MP-PCA0.9 of Fig. 3 , orthogonal characters of feature varieties are ensured by PCA (Principal Component Analysis). This can make up the inadequacy of sparse decomposition by MP and make almost all of nonzero sparse decomposition coefficients of the flame area correspond to 1-16 samples. Because OMP already orthogonalizes all atoms of sparse dictionary, we introduce PCA method to improve computation efficiency for sparse decomposition. In the process of the sparse decomposition, we get a conclusion that the coefficients of the first and second matching are much larger than other coefficients. This means that other coefficients are used to modify the residual value.
Experiment Results and Analysis
In this paper, we use rapid application development platform of Delphi 7 to do experiment, and the corresponding used hardware are 4-core I7CPU, 8GBof memory. Let searching rectangular window on spatial domain be 16×16. The tested 13000 frames for experiment are chosen from http://signal.ee.bilkent.edu.tr/VisiFire/Demo/Sample Clips.html and from forest detection scene video samples. The experimental13000 samples include 7000 samples for the flame area and 6000 samples for the non-flame area. Taking all factors into consideration, we select fifteen CMD (covariance matrix
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Volume 5, Number 4, July 2016 descriptors) from covariance matrix that is constructed by the features assemble of 1  , and adopt them to train the flame model. One candidate flame region is ensured by function (13) . The number of pixels whose absolute differencevalue of r C and b C is larger than the threshold rb C T is accumulated as rb C N , and the number of pixels whose intensity changes in different frames is accumulated as I N ,if the ratio of the rb C N and the total number of pixels in the block is bigger than the threshold CR T , and at the same time the ratio of N I and the total number of pixels in the block is more than the threshold IR T , the investigated spatial-temporal block is affirmed as a suspicious flame area. The rule function is shown as follows:
In experiments, we take the threshold rb C T as 25, and set CR T as 0.2. Let I T be 10. Let IR T be 0.15.
The recognition rates and classification times are shown in Table 1 : In the case of non-candidate processing，it need more time to classify an flame region than the one that is candidate, either by the moment or the CMD (covariance matrix descriptor) features. It is emerged that higher false alarm rate by the moment, from TABLE1. However, the covariance matrix descriptors that reflect flame's inherent property appears a higher accuracy of recognition and lower false alarm rate by CMD. SRC processed by OMP has a better performance than MP. The flame recognition result for different assemble features and classifiers, and they are shown in Fig. 4 . Through Fig. 4 , we know that the effect of CMD processing is better than that of color moment processing for recognizing a flame region. Through Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d) , we know that if we employ the 
OMP to do reconstruction and decomposition of SRC, orientated flame region is more precise with less false alarm rate. All the factors have been taken into consideration through the Table 1 and Fig. 4 , It is sure that the sparse representation is a best choice and valid for a flame region classification.
Conclusion
In this paper, we select some singular spatial-temporal features of the flame region and amalgamate them in assembled descriptors of covariance matrix. The singular properties of the flame regionin the rb YC C color space spatial-temporal block and single frame's lower order moments have been analyzed to construct flames' over-complete sparse dictionary. Moreover, it has been observed as the standard template for Riemann distance classification that the clustering center value of all samples which has biggest sparse expression frequency for testing flame regions. Experiment results show that the proposed sparse representation method for flame detection is a reliable and cost-effective solution with high recognition accuracy and low false alarm rate in real-time monitoring.
